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PROWLER IS
BACK TO SEE
OLD FRIENDS

FORMER REGENT DIES

MEETING OF
V.. IV. Li. A* la)

HELD HERE
Teachers Participate in Dedication of Weaver Health
Building; Physical Education Stressed

2500 SEE DEMONSTRATION

The first health program of its
kind ever presented to the public in
the state was given at the new
Weaver Health building on Friday,
Hello folks I Just now came in
October 3, 1931, at 7 p. m. Twentyfrom the gymnasium — the fine
five hundred people witness-id the
new two hundred thousand dollar
exercises and declared It to be one
of the best developments toward
bulldin over there on the back side
building first class cltixens ever inof the lot near the new home ec
serted into the program of educaquarter- — where there is pretty
tion at Eastern State Teacher* Colmuch of a dance oomln off. This
lege.
Men's Olee Club is sure puttln on a
A number of nationally known
grand draff. Yep, would say they
sponsors of physical education were
are, and what a nice crowd, nice
present Some of them were: Dr.
lookin and all. Boy, these fellers
McCormack, president of the state
sure know how to pick their girls,
board of health. Dr. D. Obertouffer
or maybe they don't have to do any
picktn, they Just naturally grow J. A. Sullivan, autnor of the bill supervisor of health and public inEastern and Western state struction of Ohio, and many others.
eood lookin like that. They would in—ting
Schools, and member of the
They were much surprised to find
You know, 'Us just zactly like get- Normal
of regents until two years such a complete outline of activities
tin back home to come in here on board
died September 12, 1931.
to be carried on for development of
the old campus, around the old ago,
Born
Madison county on Jan- the body. Both expressed belief tha
brildins and aee so many of the uary 6. in
1853, the son of Patrick H. it wasn't being duplicated anywhere
folks that once was so closely as- and Catherine
Sullivan, he attend- In the middle west
sociated with. Well, come to think, ed Richmond city
and CenWhile the different parts of the
there aren't so many of the old tral University in schools
Richmond, from program were entertaining, it was
timers around that was acquainted which he graduated when 18. Later not given for entertainment alone.
with, but about the same old gang be graduated from the law school The object was to give the teachers
as far as the teachers go. Sure and of the University of Virginia. After of the Central Kentucky Education
am glad to see them now, cause graduation from law college, he Association an idea of the kinds o!
the- can't say, "hows that, this or pracUced law In Richmond.
body building exercises that should
that, coming?" or, well, you know After drawing the bill establish- be practiced to their schools, and to
Just now you don't quite care to be ing the two normal schools, he ran show the students and visitors what
around where some of them are for the Kentucky legislature with was actually being done in training
when the sallln gets tough. But, the avowed purpose of securing suf- the bodies of young men and -womnow 'Us different and can shake ficient appropriations to establish en at the school.
their hands with about as much sip ■astern Normal, and Western NorChildren Enjoy Work
as any of the rest. No Jokin, 'tis mal at Bowling Green. He served m
An evolution of developments is
more than fine to have a little the 1908 session. Sullivan Hall, wo- started with the beginners to the
while back with the old folks and men's dormitory on Eastern's cam- training school and goes on thru
the high school and collego The
friends. Glad to be able to drop pus, was named in his honor.
On the Monday following his exercises are arranged to give each
in. Come see me sometime.
Say, believe me, these here frosh death, bis body was taken to the child a chance to do the kind of
seem to be bavin a rite warm time admlnistraUon building E. K. T. C, exercise he or she wishes to do. The
and enjoying it Not a bad bunch where it lay in state until 4 o'clock students do not go Into it with the
the afternoon as many pall their idea that they have to work, but
of frosh, tho, see how they walloped in
to the man who for more with the idea of play, thereby getLouisville 'today. Whoo-oopee. But, respects
twenty years always h«d the ting relaxation from duties as well
you know, when I came to town, or than
of Eastern foremost in h is as training.
at least when I crawled out this Interests
mind
and
heart.
The second, third, and fourth
inomln and went over to breakfast
grade youngsters gave us their verI had about decided that some secsions of three old time games Slap
tion of the dorm had caved in on
Jack, Shoemaker's Dance, and
a whole flock of the little co-eds.
Round and Round the Village. All
Well, it was like this: There were
of these games are entertaining as
so many of them with at least faint
weU as physical developers.
traces of what turned out to be The first meeting of students
Girl and Boy Sonata
mercurchrome—now I ask you. Is from the five northern Kentucky Two of the foremost organizations
that big word spelled rite? Well, if counties, Kenton, Campbell, Boonc. In the school are the boy and girl
it isn't spell it yourself—smeared Grant, and Pendleton. was held scouts. They proved to us that they
around about the various exposed Thursday evening, October 8. 1931. are able at any time to tend a hand
parts of their anatomy. No wall The meeting was for the election of at first aid. They know the art of
had caved in, neither had there been officers and the selection of an ap- tying bandages, putting a broken
much of an earthquake but Just a propriate name.
limb to splints and practically all
little "friendly" brawl betwixt the The students present voted in fa- other first aid helps.
frosh ladies and the upper class, let vor of "The Northern Kentucky The fifth and sixth grade boys
me see. yes, classwomen. Yes, and Club" as a name, and elected the played games of the nature of
frosh, I caught some of the upper following officers for the ensuing Crows and Cranes, Third Man, and
class ladies red handed and I mean term: Harold Prim, Bellevue, presi- Beat Me. The audience-was in an
read handed Now for about two dent; Vivian Buckshorn, Covlngton. uproar all the time the Beat Me
bits I will put you next to this Mys- vice-president; Mary Jane Jackson, was going on. The fifth and sixth
tick Six. Then what we will do to Erlanger, secretary and treasurer. grade girls gave a dance.
them. But come to think about It A social committee was appointed Where Is the Junior high school
I was invited to have a hand in by the president for the purpose of boy who doesn't want to be able to
givin some of the frosh a little re- preparing entertainment for the do something that no one else can
minder tonite, and young ladies at meetings. The committee consists do? That Is Just what each tried.
that. Oh. it seems that they didn't of Estelle Heller, Lillian Casner, All kinds of Jumping and Jumping
the Hick and skinning the snake
attend the football game this after- and Dorothy McKenxle.
tried. So versatile was theli
noon (Saturday). Would sorts en- The meetings are to be held the were
that they held an automoJoy attendin that but, you know, for second Wednesday of every month. ability
bile
race.
The Junior high girls gave
some reason or other the Dean of Aside from the regular stated meet- a very graceful
dance.
Women doesn't seem to have the ings the club agreed to prepare a The senior high
boys car.mie notion about it all as I, and chapel program. George Miller was ried the antics of school
the Junior high
her noUon counts in this instance. made chairman of this committee boys a little farther.
They perhooka.
is to be assisted by Jeannette formed feats more complicated. One
\ Them rules set out by this here and
Hunter and Nathalia Collins.
acrobatic act was ther building of
somethin or other that calls itself The plans made for the future pyramids which they did practically
a mysUck six, I ask you. would you meetings are enticing enough to as gracefully as a stage troupe. The
Tally expect the tender young make anyone want to Join whether senior high girls danced the Arkannings not to chew gum for a whole he has had a personal invitation or sas Traveler.
week? My goodness, they Just must not All students from these five The college women displayed their
have somethin to get some Jaw ac- counties should consider Joining ability at cage ball. They also did
tion In class and that the simplest this organization and be at the a tap dance. This Is a dance for
way, you understand Believe I will next meeting. One meeting will be those people who have cared foi
come back Tuesday and see some of enough to make them look forward their physical structure. It is very
the sy.t. (sweet young things, to to the next one.
tiresome to the legs and one must
you, if you please) without their cosbe in good condition to perform it
O
with skill.
metics. Now wouldn't that be the
The college men showed more
time to get a real look at them?
strenuous exercises. Those who have
That rule number five isn't so bad
had the training for more than a
After a more or less extensive, yea,
year proved that training can give
exhaustive study of the subject 1
hive come to the conclusion that The Senior Class met Monday, perfect control of different parts of
hose were made to wear and the October 11, 1931. Dr. L. G. Ken- the physical structure. The tumbyoung,lady's limb, yes, leg if you namer, sponsor, called the meeting ling was one of the best events of
like, is Just about as pleasln with to order. The purpose of the •meet- the evening. Some one has to dethem. Pact is. some of the
wen. ing was to elect officers for the en- velop future Gene Tunneys or
champions of the mat In this field,
you have heard that one about the suing year.
division of men gave a threebig leg trousers eliminaUn the bow The election of a capable presi- one
boxing match and two more
legged man's handicap. Nuf said. dent was readily decided upon. round
a wrestling exhibition.
When got in here the other nit* Hershel McKinley, the boy from gave
are many of the different
saw a notice on the bulletin board Owensboro, was elected by an over- There sports,
Including -football,
readln. some-body-or-other 99, East- whelming majority. Many things major
track, tennis and archern o. You know, I stood on my were considered in se.'ctlng the basketball,
ery. Them are going on at all times
head and tried to make that read president, among which were schol- for the students who are interested
66. tried to get 18 from it and then arship, leadership, capability, per- in them
tried to forget it. But the dog-on sonality, school spirit, and the will- Part of a physical examination
thing was right in the first place ingness to boost Eastern at all was given by Dr. Farrls and his asand the second place too. Well, times.
sistant A complete examination
those things Just seem to happen Mr. McKinley headed the sopho- could not be demonstrated, but it
end not even I can help it.
more class of 1939-30 and the JunVor is free to every student enrolled to
See there have been more or
class of 1930-31. We are fully con- the school, from the grades on up.
alterin goin on here. One would fident that Mr. McKinley will pilot
O
.
hardly know the inside of the old the Senior' Class of 1931-33 In the
Mode Teachers Meet
University hall. Just completely re- same capable way as he did premodled. Brand new auditorium to| ceding classes.
be used by the Model High and
Mr. William Ramsey, of Huston- .Officers of the Kentucky Music
everything. Well aorta have fond ville. Ky, was elected to the office Teachers Association have anmemories of that old buildin. You of vice-president Miss Cecil Bay- nounced the program for the 1931
see. when I first came here and ers of Boyd. Ky., was elected secre- convention which is to be held No6 and 7 at the Brown hotel
not so long ago—we, that is, the tary. Mr. William Cheek of Louisa, vember
Louisville.
entire student body, used it as as- Ky., was elected treasurer. Miss toJamas
VanPeursem, head of
rembly hall and for class room pur- Mary Kathryn Burns of Ashland, the depai E.
tinent
music at Eastern
poses. Then, noticed that some dec- Ky.; was elected to the social com- Kentucky State of
Teachers
is
oratin had been goin on over in the mittee. Miss Jean Stocker of Rich- first vice president of theCollege,
associagirls' hall. Makes it rite nice and mond Ky.. was elected to I tion, Miss Josephine E. Mitchell, of
more comfortable like for toe
chapel committee. Mr. Harold Hler- Louisville Normal School, Is presirious minded" lads and lassies. But, onomymus of Richmond. Ky., was dent end Mta Nell Moore, Cumberyou know, every time I managed to elected as cheer leader and Is to be land College. Wllliamsburg, is secget rite Interested over there, some- the bead cheer leader of the school. retary, lbs Kentucky Music Teachthin would come along and It Each of the above elected officers ers Journal, official organ of the
wasn't the depression and
has done his entire college work a*
la edited by Mr. Van
(Continued on Back Pag*

NOTES

BEN GREET PLAYERS AT EASTERN

Character of Physical Education Activities at Eastern is Shown

Gets Kick Out of Freshman
Triumph Over Louisville;
Comments on Mystic
Six Rules

IMPROVEMENTS

Northern Ky. Club
Selects Officers

F

\

PROGRAM OF
HEALTH GIVEN

Senior Class Hag
Selected Officers

HEAR NOTED SPEAKERS

Six members of the Ben Greet Players to be at Eastern Wednesday,
October 28. are, top, left to right. Adela Ferguson, Frank D. Newman, and
Sheila Glllesple; bottom, left to right. Reginald Jarman, Rex Walters,
and Keith Bear.
The Ben Oreet players with a by many as perfect, and although
distinguished cast of eighteen ac- he is a mere lad it is said that he
tors under the personal direction is to take Sir Philip's place as head
■/I Sir Philip Ben Greet, famous of the troupe.
Interpreter of Shakespeare, will M. M. Frederick, advance agent
give "Comedy of Errors" at 3:00 for the Ben Oreet players has visp. m. and "Hamlet" at 8:00 p. m. ited many of the high schools of
October 38 to the Hiram Brock the city schools of the adjoining
counties and reports that many
Auditorium.
This will probably be Sir Philip's students from their high schools
last tour in America. He was and colleges are expected to attend
knighted by George V in 1929 in these performances.
recognition of his efforts toward The interest shown in the Ben
the cause of drama in education. Greet players In indicated by reSir Philip will appear in each per- quests for seat reservations which
have reached Dr. J. D. Farrls,
formance.
No one who has seen and heard Chairman of the Fine Arts Comyoung Peter Deering will not want mittee at Eastern from several
to miss seeing an appearance of this nearby cities—including Winchestalented
young
Shakespearian ter, Lancaster, Mt. Vernon, London,
player. His diction is considered Irvine and Berea.

MRS. DONOVAN UNIVERSITY
TO LEAD IN BUILDING IS
Y. W. SESSIONS RENOVATED
Dr. Farris, Dr. Moore and Improvements to Oldest Building on Campus Cost
Mr. Mattov to Lead
$25,000; Used to
Discussions in Men's
House Model High
Group
AFTER VESPER SERVICE WAS
The Y. W. and Y. M. organizations of Eastern have decided to devote four consecutive Sunday evening periods beginning November 1
to the discussion of questions which
they believe to be of vital interest
to every Eastern student.
The program chairmen, Mlos Mable girfcianrf for the Y. W. and Mr
Vernon Wilson, representing the Y.
M., in conjunction with the other
cabinet members and sponsor-., after much deliberation, have announced the following subjects to
be discussed: "Boys' Personal Problems." "Girls' Personal Probems,"
"The Student's Relation to His College," and "Dual Education." Mrs.
Donovan has kindly consented to
lead the girls In the dlscu&iton of
their personal problems, and Dr.
Farrls has been asked to lead the
boys In a like discussion. Dr. Moore
will meet the group discussing
"Dual Education," and Mr. Mattox
has been asked to lead "The Student's Relation to His College."
The procedure will follow the
usual vesper service. After the devotional meeting the group win divide, each person present go'i g to
the discussion group o? his or her
choice. It is hoped that many students, whether or not thev are
members of these organisations will
avail themselves of the opportunity
to help discuss these topics of live
Interest to all

BUILT*

IN

1784

Have you noticed the improvement of University building? Tht
University building is the oldest
building on the campus, dating back
to 1784. In 1008 it housed Walter's
Collegiate Institute. It was once
known as the Old Central University. Generation after gene-ations
have passed through this institu
tlon of learning.
The building has been repaired
and remodeled Inside and outside.
New hardwood floors, celotc*. celling, doors, locks, plumbing, lighting
and wiring fixtures have been added. A steel stairway replaces the old
wooden one, over which many generations have trod. Boys and girls'
locker rooms have been added and
are located in the basement. A room
has been set aside and equipped for
science with Individual desks and
tables. A girls' club room has been
equipped and furnished.
The main part of the balding,
the assembly hall, has been refurnished with new seats, stage, curtain and cyclorama. It is amazing
to see the Improvement in this one
room alone.
The University building is to
house the Model High school. There
are 186 pupils enrolled in the Junior
and senior high schools. The improvement of this building marks
another milestone in the history of
Eastern Teachers College.

SPEAKS
SIGMA TAU PI N0E
AT EASTERN
IS ORGANIZED Kentucky's
Poet Laureate
Discusses Poetry, Reads
Ross Anderson Chosen PresiPoems
dent of Department of
Commerce Organization;
HEARD AT ASSEMBLY
Richards Sponsor
Sigma Tau Pi. official organization
of 'the department of commerce,
held Its initial meeting of the year
Wednesday night, October 14. Prof.
R. R. Richards of the department
of commerce, faculty sponsor, presided as chairman until a president
was elected.
Officers chosen for the year are
Ross Anderson, president; Herman
Moore, vice - president; Christine
Gantly, secretry - treasurer; Mollle
Hayes, social committee representative; and Mary Frances Bellwood,
general program committee representative.
Plans were discussed concerning
the activities of the organization for
the year. Plans for the annual
dance was the chief topic discussed
The club later voted on Bending
membership Invitations to George
CarrelL J. T. Turley. William Melton, and Clifton Dowell.

The second annual meeting of the
Central Kentucky Education AssoclationjBM held on the campus of
EasterifvKentucky State Teachers
College, Friday and Saturday. October 2 and 8. to discuss and study
the theme of Health Education, and
to dedicate the new $300,000 Weaver Health Building annexed to the
Eastern camnus last May.
The session was conducted by the
offcers elected in the first meeting
in November, 1930: H. O. Buruette,
Nlcholasville, president; Mr-. Luella Abney, Richmond, vice-president, and Kerney M Adams, Richmond, secretary-treasurer.
Matters of business were referred
to the board of directors composed
of President H. L. Donovan, of
Eastern; H. O. Burnette, Nicuolasville, president of the association,
E. F. Blrckhead, Winchester; Mrs.
Lucy L. Smith, New Castle; D. O.
Bullock, Mt Vernon; and Lee Kirkpatrick, Paris.
At the meeting of the board President 'Donovan presented the astounding facts concerning the practice of "gangsterism" in the schools
of the state from a recent survey
which he has made after interviewing and receiving information about
the Illicit employing of teachers
from over two-thirds of the county
superintendents . His presentation
followed along the lines of his recently published articles in newspapers and educational Journals
concerning the buying and selling
of schools by sub-district trustees.
The opening session of the association took place Friday morning
at 0:10 a m. with music by the Department of Music of the college,
which was followed by the introductory remarks at 0:30 of Superintendent H. O. Burnette, president
of O. K. E. A. The second address,
by Superintendent J. W. Bradner.
president of the Kentucky Education Assodtton, presented the theme
of "The K. I. A. and Our Educational Program." Dr. A. T. McCormack, Kentucky State Bo*»d of
Health, talked on "The School
Health Problems to Kentucky," and
Dr. D. Oberteuffer. supervisor of
health and physical education, state
of Ohio, concluded the meeting for
the morning with an address on
"Health and Physical Education in
the Public Schools."
Friday afternoon two groupo were
formed for round table discussions.
The elementary group, with Mrs.
Lucy L. Smith, superintendent of
Henry county, presiding, met in Hiram Brock auditorium to discuss the
Problems of Health and Physical
Education in Elementary 8chools,
and Courses of Study in Health Education for Elementary Schools.
The former were Introduced by Dr.
J. D. Farrls and Dr. D. Obeiteuffer. The latter were under the direction of the state rural school supervisors.
The High School Group met in
the auditorium of the university
building with Dr. H. H. Hill, superintendent Lexington city scbools,
presiding. Superintendent W. F.
OTJonneu, Madison High School,
addressed the group on "Atnletics
and Health" and a round table discussion on Problems of Health and
Physical Education to the High
School were Introduced by Dr. Jay
B. Nash, professor of Education,
New York University, and Professor Thomas E. McDonough, of Eastern. The discussion on Health and
Physical Education in the High
Scboc' —»•' ("he direction of Mr.
Mai*
^ari, high school supervise., of Kentucky, closed the meettog of the group.
Friday evening, delegates were
guests of the Physical Education
Department at a program of varied
entertainment in«h«ung all- the
work of the department.
The Saturday morning program
of the association ended with the
dedication of the new Weaver
Health building. In the afternoon,
members were invited to attend the
Eastern-Sue Bennett football game.

SIGMA LAMBDA

The Sigma Lambda Society to
their first meeting of the school
Kentucky's poet laureate, Dr. Cot- year decided to spend this year in
ton Noe, professor of education at a more profitable manner than beUniversity of Kentucky, annual visi- fore.
tor at Eastern, spoke to the stu- Besides trying to give programs
dents and faculty at assembly Wed- of cultural interest, the members of
the society will have a number of
nesday morning, October 14.
In speaking of poetry he said, social events. Their first social
among other things, "Poetry is the event of this school year was a tea
bread of life." It cannot be manu- given them by the sponsors of their
factured, but is born of the soul society. Misses Mabel PcUitt and
Poetry must express an emotional Edith Ford. . This was a get toexperience. Only feeling can pro- gether meeting to the recreation
Several
duce genuine poetry. If the poor room of Bumam Hall.
does not feel bis poem, no one else prospective members were present
can feel it. Poetry should be writ- The following afternoon, the secten for the sheer Joy of writing and ond business meeting was held to
snaring it with another. But fee- the same room. A few of the meming alone can't produce poetry, It bers had prepared a snack.
must be expressed artistically. Like- The officers for the year who
wise, rhythm, music, and melody presided at this meeting were:
Florence Hamilton
are necessary to perfect poetry. President
Mabel Williams
Dr. Noe also said, "God has no Vice President
Margaret Brook
finer messenger of the soul than Secretary
Treasurer
:..—Dorothy
the mocking bird." _^
;
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EASTERN PROGRESS

sized job in publishing a better Eastern Progress.
In the past few years Eastern has grown
by leaps and bounds. With its advancement
the Eastern Progress has made a successful attempt in keeping step. We don't want to be
dropped from the ranks this year, so we must
keep moving with Eastern's slogan of "A Better Eastern" by publishing a better college
newspaper.
Are you willing to give us your assistance
in carrying out our aim. This paper is not
just the staffs, but Eastern's and yours. We
need your help, cooperation, and encouragement. Are you going to help us? We're asking you to assist us in our attempt by telling
us this and that, and giving us a boost without
fear of hurting your conscience.
The Eastern Progress in its attempt this year
to publish a better' college newspaper invites
the criticism of its readers, you included, assuring them that any suggestions that will make
the paper a better one will be given consideration.

BY

KAMPUS KADEQS

TURLEY

!

An Old Story But Still the Same
/

Advertisers in the Eastern Progress are entitled to the business of the students of the
school. Business men who realize that newspaper advertising is a medium for making sales
have purchased space in this paper with the
knowledge of getting their products before the
student body of Eastern. These men are assisting us in our effort to keep a paper at Eastern as much as we are getting their merchandise for sale before the student body.
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
is proud of the Progress and you enjoy reading it. Isn't it only fair that you patronize
those merchants who are buying advertising
space? Yes, it is fair, and we are asking you
to patronize our advertisers.

REPORTERS
Vivian Buckshom
Lorraine Chlnn
Margaret Conway
William Martin

Progress Platform
Student participation in government.
Official Freshman Week.
Undergraduate scholarships.
Spring vacation during K. E. A.
Extension of fields for specialisation.
Inauguration of active Journalism department.
An active Alumni Association.

Congratulations to Men's Glee Club
The dance held Saturday night in the gymnasium of the Weaver health building was,
without a doubt, the best that Eastern has been
able to enjoy in the past few years. A dance
without undesirable characters, without need of
faculty-police, and without the fear of being
refused the privilege of having another, is one
to be remembered among those that have been
given in the past.
It has been the hope of the social committee
that an ideal dance be given so that they might
have an example to set up for other organizations to follow. The standard has been set
and it is now up to the campus groups to equal
and better it.
Our hats are off to the members of the
Men's Glee Club for setting an example
worthy of being copied by the entire student
body.
A Coal to A ttain
Well, we're at it again, ready to make the
Eastern Progress of the year nineteen thirtyone and thirty-two the best we've ever had.
Now we've taken quite a bit to chew in setting
that as a goal with the record of last year's
Progress staring us in the face. -You know
that we are quite proud of our paper's accomplishments. Undoubtedly you already know
that last yea;- the staff of the Eastern Progress
was awarded a silver loving cup by the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association in
recognition of its work in publishing the best
all-round collegiate newspaper in the state.
With such a record to equal, we have a man

Q

At Home in the Cafeteria
"To eat in eating places properly conducted
by those who make the service of feeding people their primary vocation in life, and to eat
in places where you feel at home" is the standard set by the cafeteria administration for its
patrons.
It is desired that Eastern students and visifor the administration of business
tors feel at home in the cafeteria. Do you
of this band.
Eastern's Band is one of the outfeel at home? Well, just make yourself at
standing organizations on the camhome and visit the cafeteria kitchen and bakery
pus. There are very few occasions
of note that do not require the seron Tuesday and Thursday mornings from
vices of these students, who in the
9:30 to 10:00. See what goes in the soup Rules for Band Members midst of the school work find time
to contribute to the enjoyment of
Laid Down by Comand see who makes the pies.
others as well as to further their
mittee
interest In music.
A Note to the Men of Eastern
The band committee. Mona Dan-

EASTERN BAND
REORGANIZED

This should be the greatest year In our institutional
life. Eastern Is better organized, better managed, and
has a finer get-away than it has had in any of the
other eighteen years of my connection with it. The
faculty is working harmoniously and with zeal. The
student body, it seems to me, Is at least a shade better than any of the past.
If "an Idle brain Is the devil's workshop," then a
busily-employed mind In quest of right goals is the
delight of the Lord. It is time now for each student
to have reached his mental stride. Now Is the time
to be hitting the steady, winning strokes of studentship. One spirited effort, and nothing can stop us.
We must have a great year.
My best wishes go for the highest attainment of
each man In tlie college. If I can help, call on me.
Sincerely,
(Signed): CHAS. A. KEITH,
Dean of Men

LET'S ALL SWIM
How many freshmen have enjoyed a swim in the new pool? All the
advice necessary to those who have
not, Is that you don't know what
you've missed. The pool Is fine,
the water Is finer, but that diving
board Is finest. If you are not far
enough advanced in the art of
swimming to be Interested in the
diving board, the enjoyment to be
had from Just splashing around in
* a pool such as we have here in our
Weaver Health Building should be
enough to have that pool crowded
every plunge period.
Mayhap this idea of a physical
exauunatlon being required before
pcrmlfiFlon to swim can be received
has a few frightened. Anyone, can
tell bj looking at Doctor Karris, that
he wouldn't be too hard on anyone.
What if he should make you stick
out your tongue and say aw-w-w-w,
or make you stop breathing for five
minutes?—but he doesn't. The
examination is very simple and requires little of anyone's time. It
decant coat anything either—that's
nice.
The plunge periods are from three
to five on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. The pool is under excellent
supeivislon of capable life-guards.
The water Is always at a temperature that makes winter swimming
as pleasant as swimming In summer,
and if the showers are used in the
right way a cold will be a hard
thing to oaten.
These plunge periods are especially for the freshmen that have
no class In swimming. The pool
looks better, the laughter Is louder,
and more fun can be bad when It
to full of bathers. In other words,
MM more the merrier.

»i

grades elects a representative to
meet with the principal and arrange programs for the high school
assembly which meets once a week
on Wednesdays.
O
.
At the recent monthly court ol
honor in Lexington, Marshall Arbuckle, of the boy scout troop in the
training school at the Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College, was
made a star scout, It was announced
by Prof. R. A. Edwards, scout master of the local troop.
At the same court of honor merit
badges were won by William Moore,
Tom Far r Is, Caper ton Burna.n, E.
T. Wiggins, Marshall Arbuckle. Stephen Edwards and Henry Ba igh.
all of the training school troop.
At a local court of honor held in
the training school here recently.
Billy Farrla passed the examination
for a tenderfoot scout and William
Moore and Paul Fife succeeded in
winning places as first class scouts.
There are at present 15 organizations in the Training School of E.
K. T. O. Each organisation has
elected a group of officers, who assisted by each group will car-y out
their work with the aid of a sponsor
from the faculty.
These organizations are boy
scouts, orchestra, girls' glee club,
home economics club, Junior high
school dramatics, country gentlemen, hiking, flower, athletic. Latin,
public discussion, girl scouts, excursion, press, and senior high school
dramatics.
According to the plan in the
training school each student Is 'allowed to choose membership in two
of the student organisations. The
clubs meet twice a week and their
physical education classes twice a
week
Each class of the high *choo'

Results of Tuesday
More pillows appeared Tuesday
than anyone Imagined Burnam and
Sullivan Halls could supply. Small
heart shaped, long, round, from the
size of a pin cushion to a bed pillow burdened the fair sex of the
freshmen class. The darling fresh
man girls looked rather puny with
out their usual make up. And those
freshman boys with their horses
took the cake. Listen, did you see
the big fight In front of the library?
Some upper class girls tried to paint
a freshle who was wearing make
up and chewing gum.
Results? A few sore shins and a
big red 6 on the Preshies face and a
blistered
?
There are many ways of doing a
thing, but only one way to do it
right. The Mystlck Six did it
right when those poor fish (freshman) were dumped Into the fish
pond. Poor gold fish.
Say, are those freshmen polite?
At least, some of them are. They
tip their caps and get off the sidewalks for the "uppers."
Look out. freshles. you'd better
obey rules for the rest of this week
and on, and on, and on, or else
you'll get ducked in the fish pond,
where you belong, or a nice, big red
six will suddenly appear on your
face, and you'll be eating off the
mantle piece for the next day or
two.
O
A Freshman knows not and knows
not he knows not.

iels. William Ramsey, Joseph Blunsch, Henry Lutes and Authur
Bowles met with Mr. O. M. Brock
last Tuesday evening. The following njles were made for the band
for this year by the committee.
1. At the next meeting of the
band the Constitution is to be
read by it's director, Mr. Griffith,
and thereafter strict enforcement
is to be observed.
2. Each new member must hav:
a try out before being admitted t>
the band.
3- No bana member will be allowed to wear a band sweater except when the band is called on to
play for an official occasion.
4. Uniforms are to be checked
and those persons having uniforms
who are not regularly enrolled
shall be asked to turn them over at
once.
5. At no time shall this band be
called out to play except by the
authority of the Executive Committee.
6. The Constitutional rulln<
stating that the Concert Band shall
be made up of those who are capable of playing concert music and
that the Field Band shall be made
up of the entire band Is to be observed.
7. New officers for this year are
to be elected at the next meeting
of the band.
8. All band members will be
notified in due time as to the appearances of the band in public.
9. The band shall provide for a
member of the band to represent
the band on the Social and Chapel
Committees.
10. There will be order In the
band room during practice.
11. A motion was made and carried-- without a dissenting vote that
this band should not play for outside functions unless the members
had previously met and agreed.
Th.ls does not hold true when the
function is hi the interest of the
school.
12. The band will make any
other rules that it deems necessary
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(Don 'tTO
LET YOUR FEET DEFEAT YOUR
APPEARANCE!
'Rightly' or 'wrongly, you are judged by appearance
Keeping your shoes well-heeled and well-soled is an inexpensive way of insuring favorable judgment.

Special Attention Given to Mail
Order Work.

i

. Bybee Shoe Hospital
SECOND AND WTER STREETS

Notice!
Your list of Books is not complete until you have a good Dictionary. Ask
to see these at our counter.

College Book Store
Basement Admr. Building

Eastern Students Are Always Welcomed
50c
25c
25c
65c
35c
25c

Woodbury's Face Cream i
Woodbury's Face Cream
Woodbury's Facial Soap
Ponds Face Cream Jars
Ponds Cream
Ponds Cream Tubes—

39c
19c
19c
59c
29c
19c

25c Listerine Tooth Paste
50c Ipana Tooth Paste
50c Pepsodent Tooth Paste
$1.00 Coty's Face Powder
50c Pebeco Tooth Paste
.
25c Packers Tar Soap

STOCKTONS DRUG STORE
r

■

Last year this organization had
an enrollment of more than fifty
persons, but with so many talented
students coming to Eastern this
fall It is hoped that this mark of
last year will be passed by at least
ten or fifteen.
All persons interested in becoming a member of the band, should
see Mr. Griffith, director, for a tryout.

19e
39c
39e
89c
42c
19c

*
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Bi w i a in?
The Mens Glee Club gave a dance
in the Weaver Health Building
Saturday evening, October 17, 1931,
from 8 to 12 p. m. The music was
furnished by the Footwarmers
Orchastra of U?e city. Many °utor
town guests attended, and a good
time was reported by all.
A football dance was given by
the social committee on Saturday
evening, October 10, 1931, with the
local Pootwarmers furnishing the
music.
This was the first dance
of the season since the opening of
school, and was free to the student
body. A large crowd attended.
Mabel Shoemaker visited her parents last week-end at Mlddlesboro,
Kentucky.
Frank Williams, University of
Kentucky, sperfthe P»* »«*«*
at Eastern as a guest of Lorraln
Chlnn.
Rose Francis spent the past weekend with her parents In Ashland.
Mr. and Mrs. HA Buckshoro and
son visited Miss Buckshorn on tne
campus last week-end.
Virginia Lilly and Helen Prlsh
spent the week-end at home in
Covington, Kentucky.
Mildred Baugh. Burnadear Todd.
and Helen Ashley spent the^past
week-end at their homes In Science
Hill.
Miss Berta Ingram of Somerset
spent the week-end with Mona
Daniel and Ruth Miller.
Mary K. Burns spent the weekend at Mt. Sterling. Kentucky a*
house guest of Miss Minnie Lou
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wilson of
Cincinnati, Ohio, spent the weekend with Evelyn Newell.
Miss Lonnle McKinly of K. C. W.
spent the week-end with Mary Hutson.
Boydle Rice and Bernard Culton
spent the week-end In Plnevule,
Kentucky, with home folks.
Messers. Bob Hlckle, Ben Hale,
Lvnn Golden, and Howard Scatherly attended the Glee Club dance.

2?

Kelley Wagers gave a surprise
dinner party at the Baxtorla Cafe
on Main street. Friday evening, Oc.tober 16. 1931. In attendance were
a number of his old friends who
came to Eastern last year.
The

MEN AND BOOTS
There is more In a man's boots
than he Is apt to think-apart from
himself.
Taking them as a whole, from the
similarity of character which his
boots bear to himself it would almost
appear that there was really some
affinity between them. Here are a
few instances in support of the theory:
Boots go on feet—so do men.
Boots have soles—so do men.
Boots sometimes get tight—so do
men.
Poor boots get run over—so do
poor men.
A boot will shine If poushed-^-eo
will a man.
Some boots have red tops—so do
some men.
Some boots are Imitation calf—so
are some men.
Some boots can't stand waterneither can some men.
When a boot Is soaked It to a
hard case—so Is a man.
A boot when old gets wrinkled and
hard—so does a man.
A boot when well heeled always
feels comfortable—so does a man.
PRICES

ARE

RIGHT

WATERIALS ARE 1HHE BE8T

RICHARDSON'S
SHOE SERVICE
SOUTH SECOND STREET

D. B. McKinney
& Co.
Phone 35

W. Main St.

A visit to our store -will be
appreciated. We sell groceries, fruits and vegetables.

Glyndoh .
Barber Shop
and

■

Beauty Parlor
For First Class Service
Phone 416

u

&.

Well, well, well, here we are again
and still up to our old tricks. Believe It or not (excuse us, Mr. Ripley) the Scandalette can give Its
readers more scandal In one Issue
than they could secure in attending
any two of these famous (or infamous) faculty coffee "clotcbea."
Imagine being able to learn at one
of these noteworthy function, that
Elmer White house sleeps In a nig hi,
Molly Green of Plnevllle, Ken- sim t of tne vintage of 1890; or mat
certain amourously inclined swain
tucky, spent Friday and Saturday abelieves
that all Mary Elston needs
with her sister Laura Green.
to a nice Sunday School necking; or
that John Little (what a misnomer)
Dora Hancock spent the week-end and Klbert Meaders fought to- one
at home, and her sister. Mary, re- solid hour In an effort to decide
turned with her to spend a few which one of them lived In the
days on the campus.
toughest county. The contest was a
draw at that, and the men of the
Those spending the past week- Hall have concluded that Jackson
end off the campus were: Jerry Llb- and Harlan counties are both pretbons, Corbln; Mary E. Arnold. ty tough.
Palmouth; Mary Marren, London;
We have it straight that the reaMildred Emmons, Flemlngsburg; son Keith Boner didn't start In the
Evelyn NewelL Covington, Mildred Saturday game was because PortBaugh, Science Hill; Mary Evans, wood was saving him for the dance.
Mlddlesboro; Mary E. Smith, Berea • Josh Cosby reports that the game
Margaret Conway, Carlisle, and Es- at Wittenberg was a close contest—
tella Heller, Bellevue.
close to a hundred
Geoige Carrell told hto roommate.
—
O
"CUT' Dowell that bis coma hur*.
him so bad that he couldn't decide
whether it was going to nun or
that Hcrschiel McKinley was going
to pay him a visit.
"Csarlna" Cbinn has really'been
doing her Christian duty by the
Freshmen and we consider It unfair
Dear Mrs. Mix:
It seems like every thing has gone that Mary Edelen should sav that
wrong for me since I came to East- she was "horsey." "Big Bertha" has
ern. I had been here only two weeks finally heeded the call and has
when I learned that my boy friend kindly consented to answet tne
back borne had married another prajers of the young maldeas. We
saw him take Margaret mann.ng to
girl.
The upper class girls now have It the show. Wotta manl Lucky girl.
in for me over my Freshman cap.
We think that "Bed" Philips
Will things change, or to my fate would be doing the manly thing by
against me?
confessing to Prof. Keith tnat he
DISAPPOINIED.
was the one who t irned over the
My Dear:
fire extinguisher on the third floor.
You shouldn't worry over a
It wouldn't be news if we <v< re to
friend like the one you mentioned. tell you what wonderful recuperaAs for this freshman business, you tive powers the human machine has
will get razzed no matter now —but It to a scandal the way Tallle
faithfully you wear your cap.
DeWHt recovered from that fatal
averyuiing will get O. K. so don't leg Injury. Tallle was observed limpworry.
MRS. MIX.
ing painfully along on a litre red
stick all day Saturday and to our
Dear Mrs. Mix:
amazement ne showed up at the
Before I came to school I fell des- dance and outrumba-ed everyone.
perately In love with a man from
Chlorine
Painter's
conscience
my home town.
ought to be bothering her someIt almost broke my heart to leave thing fierce due to the way she
—but he promised to come to see gives Glenford Carter the run-ame real often. He works at the round every time that regular from
Western Union and as fate would Maysvllle shows up. Glenford says
have it, bis office hours have been he wouldn't mind it so much if Curchanged, pairing it Impossible for ry Horn and the rest of the cafebim to get away long enou.h to teria force didn't rub It in so. Andy
come up.
Hohnhont reports that Carry Horn
I don't care about dating anyone to a hog for punishment. We don't
else. What must I do?
know Just what Andy had in mind
LONESOME LOVER.
but Maude Cross might be able to
shed some light on the subject.
Dear Lonesome Lover:
Jean Stocker seems to have a tenYour case does deserve a bit ol
sympathy. The only chance I see der thought in her heart for Mac's.
for you to see this man to to** you It looks as though one Mae has lost
and the blonde Mac Is winning. Mito go home as often as possible.
If he can't come up, I see no rea- chael Denham to said to be so timid
son why you shouldn't have a datd that he turns hto girl's picture to
the wall before he undresses. Pernow and then.
Just so you don't have too many haps that to why he hasn't ssked
Virginia SpUlman, whom he greatly
dates with the same person
admires, for a date. Olve him time,
MRS. MIX
Virginia, give him time. Moon Mnl11ns to a featured player on the
Dear Mrs. Mix:
Dr. Donovan Just recently an- Richmond Colored High School
nounced that there to to be no car football team. Wonder what Mary
riding at night. My best boy friend Vaughn thinks of that?
We cant get the particulars conto driving down in hto new car next
week end. Would you advise us to cerning the scandal Involving Annie
go riding and risk getting hto car Laurie Forsythe and Lucy Mitchell,
shot up by Mr. Donovan's new sixty but we know they pay Moon Harold) Mullins hush money. Alma
dollar shotgun?
Best and Ganrice Kincald taught
PUZZLED
an old tuner some new tricks last
My Dear:
It does seem a shame that In a Tuesday night. You sho am a smart
car like yours you can't go riding. man, Mr. Kincald. Remember how
If I -were in your place, Iu ask Kelly Wagers stole Rath HUler'a
permission to go. If it Isn't glinted, affections from Jennings Jacfcfcon?
Well, Jenninri has gotten revenge
I'd take the risk you suggested
by crowding Kelly from Helen StldMRS. MIX
ham's affections. It to a long lane
O
that has no turning. George Carrell
was beard to say that several of
the weaker sex were seeking an introduction to Prof. R. R. Richards,
but that Levodls HoUiday bought
him off. Girls, it looks like you will
have to take typing. That's the way
The Maroons open their Southern Levodls met him.
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Foyster (Big Boy) Sbarpe said
season Saturday afternoon when that
If Harold Prim didn't cease
they meet the University of Louis- playing
that d
radio all night
ville Cardinals at the Kentucky he was going
to do some perriastve
metropolis. This will also be the arguing with him. You better be
first conference game for the Card- careful, Harold, 'cause we snow
inals.
that Shaath sent Clarence Ellison
Coach Hughes used his entire after some~3-ln-l gun oil Saturday.
squad against Wittenberg and the Jack Powell couldn't possibly have
eperlence may be beneficial If the won that dollar for crowing if hto
Maroons can get rid of numerous freshman cap hadn't so closely recharley horses and sore muscles.
sembled a rooster's comb. Jack
While the varsity squad went ought to show hto gratitude bv buythrough a light workout Al Port- ing the Mysttx Six a soda. We have
wood's frosh started getting seady Just come Into a fresh bit of amazfor their engagement with the ing scandal concerning a red headHenry Clay High School eleven, to ed lady who enjoys the reputation
be played either Thursday or Fri- of making gentlemen of bad boys.
Speaking of red-heads, Eugene
day afternoon In Lexington.
The Lexington team to as hefty Johnstone'R pa and ma should be
as the Little Maroons and a hard- grateful that Oletta Parker went
this week end. If she hadn't.
fought battle to promised. Four home
Gene wouldn't have had any time
members of Portwood's eleven have for the fond parents when they vishad plenty of experience against ited him this week end.
the Blue Devils, "Dog" Young,
Everyone who was here Friday
"Gum" Thorpe, Albert Cox and Doc night, Sept. 18, would really like to
Robinson having played against the -know how Harold Hieronymoos and
Heber team while on the Madison Theodore Keith got to escort two
High eleven, and Tartar has had of the college girls up to their room
experience with the Devils, having on the third floor of Burnam Hall.
been a member of Heber's squad in That doesn't sound like Mb* Rob1930.
erts was on duty, and it wasn't''beThe Little Maroons, especially the cause Theodore was a professor's
former Madison stars, are deter- son and Harald a senior, but bemined to trounce the Lexington cause the girls were part of tr.e Adteam as a sort of revenge for the ministration staff.
Devils' defeating the Royal Purples "Moon" Mullins to surely turning
here last Friday.
on this year. Even though he's
The Little Maroons took to the having a hard time getting dates
air to whip the University of Louis- with upper class women, he has
ville frosh last Saturday afteroon been rating dates with Freshmen—
on the local field, 30 to 0, and the that to when BUI Melton and Zelda
Cardinals will be out to avenge this Hale don't catch him In the act of
defeat by trouncing the Maroons making a date and beat him to it.
The spectators in Burnam Hall
in Louisville Saturday.
Despite
the Maroons' over- Hall Lobby had a treat the other
whelming defeat by Wittenberg. night when Her»chel McKlnley
Coach Hughes has-a stronger team (Alias Little Mussolini) strolled in
than he had last year and should dressed hi a dinner suit and ushered
be able to give the Cardinals plenty two prominent girls out Borne one
asked James Fatten how much
of opposition.

tables were attractively arranged,
and a delightful dinner course was
served to the following guests: Miss
Berta Ingram, Mona Daniel, Ruth
Miller of Eastern campus, and
Messers. Mayynard. Bodie, Cincinnati, Ohio, Joseph Bender, Barbqurvllle. Kentucky, Henry i_utes,
Berea, Kentucky, and Arthur Bowles, Richmond, Kentucky.

longer he was going to hang around
this place and he said he hoped he
wouldn't be here long enough to see
Mr. Tan Peursem lose the rest of
his hair. Lorraine Chlnn has been
trying bard to get Theodore Keith
to enroll in Dr. RomboM's class in
Animal Behavior If for nothing
more than hto own personal protection. I wonder how Zelda Hale
nappehed to be with one of the
faculty members of the lair sex at
the football game last Saturday,
later I realized there was to be a
dance that evening. To the girls on
the campus who have been casting
their eyes towards the "Post Office
Boy" I wish to say. If Jo Mitchell
makes many more trips over here,
they're lost. Toddle Thompson, she
may be back In January' to stay, so
do your duty now. "J. D. Torley has
got plenty of nerve." that to what
Lester Mcllargur would say If he
saw how he Is rushing Mildred
Mares. Paul Goodloe has taken a
sudden liking to Cafeteria food lately, or perhaps It to hto appetizerBetty Baxter.
Eastern to quite fortunate in having a "Lady MacBeth" on the campus. Any Freshman can point her
out for you. They all know Lacy
Mitchell.
Evabel Franks surely to
fond of her bottle. She carries It
around with her all of the time.
We wonaer how Chlnn ever found
time to entertain a boy friend over
the week end with all the girls to
paint, but did she step out? Oh
doy! Well folks that to about all
the dirt I can sling this Issue, not
that I don't know more, but the
editor won't accept any more. So
long until next Issue.
_
O
*

Hear Edwards in
Yorktown Address
The national celebration of tha
160th anniversary of the surrender
of Cornwallto to Washington at
Yorktown was commemorated locally In an address by Prof. R- A. Edwards, director of the training
schools, before the students and
faculty assembled at the Monday
morning chapel
Mr. Edwards spoke on the subject of "Yorktown and Colonial Virginia." He has twice traveled over
the field at Yorktown, visited and
studied there, and thus brought the
knowleoge of an eye-witness Into
his commemoration of the decisive
battle of the Revolution.
During hto speech Mr. Edwards
described vividly the ancient town
of Williamsburg, Va., and that part
of the state known as "Tidewater
Virginia." This small section of the
state has furnished more leaders to
the republic than any other similar territory in the country. A few
of these notables enumerated by the
speaker were Thomas Jefferson,
George Washington. Patrick Henry,
Richard Henry Lee. Robert E. Lee,
John Marshall. John Tyler, James
Madison, James Monroe. Zachary
Taylor, and Woodrow Wilson.
O
C. C. C—COLLEGE CAFE CLUB
Within the pastweek, students
working In the college cafeteria
organized the C. C. C. or the College Cafeteria Club.
The first meeting was held in the
Cafeteria Club room on Thursday.
October 15. at which time officers
were elected and committees appointed. The officers are:
Tom
Evans. President; Mable Williams,
Vice President; William Tolbert,
Secretary.
Plans are being made
for the next meeting, which will be
In the form of a party.
This organization to under the direction of Miss Edith Mclllvalne.
and hopes to become one of the
most -active organizations on the
campus.

Maroons Prepare
For Louisville

BO^Vo

FORM STUDENT'S COMMITTEE ON
WHICH ALL CLASSES AND GROUPS
ARE GIVEN 1 REPRESENTATIVE
At the first meeting of the student
boyd this semester, announcement
was made by President Donovan
that he wanted each class and each
organization on the campus to select from their group, one person
to serve with him on a committee,
with the desire of arranging better
and more beneficial assembly programs.
Last Wednesday evening, the
president met with these students
and after a conference of some fifty
or sixty minutes, a satisfactory
program had been worked out for
this and next month. It was decided that each organization on the
campus be allowed an opportunity
to conduct one assembly program
this semester. It will be remembered that last year the student
body was given the most ecellent
opportunity of listening to several
lectures upon the subject of student
participation In programs, so this
year the student body to being given
that opportunity.
"It has always been the policy of
the Institution to give to the students the best that can be had.
The purpose of these assembly programs to to lift the ideals and moral of our students as well as to give
Instruction and entertainment. I
consider this my class and am there-

fore doubly responsible to you and
to the people of the commonwealth ,
to provide such Instruction that will
prove most beneficial to the student in hto life."
This is the purpose of our president in asking our co-operation
that the students should respond Is
not a question. It to a challenge as
to how well they will use this opportunity and the amount of dividend
that shall be forthcoming.
This committee does not have a
regular meeting date but meets on
the call of the president. There
are some few of the organizations
on the campus that have not as
yet selected their representatives to
this committee and it to asked that
they do this at their earliest convenience.
Persons serving on this committee
and the class or organization that
they represent are: Jean Stocker,
Senlon Class; Lillian Cox. Junior
Class; Wilfred Galnes, Sophomore
Class; Qarvlce Kincald, Alpha Zeta
Kappa; Sueanna Cheatham, Sigma
Lambda; Oayle Starnes, Canterbury Club; Mildred Mayes. Y. W.
C. A. • J. D. Turley, Y. M. C. A.;
Virginia Moody, Home Economic*
Club; Mollle Hayes. Commerce
Club; Dora Hancock, Little Theatre
Club.

Penney's Saves You Money
on these Better Clothes I

Young
Men's

Suits
Unbeatable
at only

»19-75
Here are suits that mingle graciously in more expensive com
ipany
That's the big surprise
awaiting you
Even discounting
this low-price era. vou'll wonder
liow Penney's can do it t Partial
larly when you inspect the fine
i a tines
the expert tailoring
the new colors and patterns!

J.CePenneyCo
Winter Coats
that are marvels of
Style and Quality at

»19-7S
The new rou|hfinish woolens I
Longer length!

FINE SHOES
FOR

Wrap-over front I

LESS

Furs of much greater
quality and beauty
than usual on coats
at this price'

This fall dbcrimliMUng man are
turning to Frltndly Five Shot* for
th« best la footwear. ThtIr iupar Ior
quality sad style leacknhip plus
T. tfca foctthit every painalls for flv«
,, dollar* It the reaion. You too will
w laam thai they ere Indeed first
I shots/or less. Try a pair.

A
A
A
To

3091* •

Nicely Until
Wmrmiy inttrlintd!

Sizes for Women
and Misses

E.V.Elder

(FRIENDLY FIVE
Shoes
AU $5

J.CPenneyCo.
•.»
■-.aiiiL
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■.!■•'

»
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'
all. Wonder how they think a fel-

ler can keep up his obligations any
FRESHMEN WIN EASTERN BOWS EXTRA - CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES GLEE CLUB TO thru
way. After all I managed to live
it all, so, maybe so can you.
SUBJECT
OF
ADDRESS
BY
JONES;
Looks
like I have about wasted
SING
NOV.
18
TO
OHIO
TEAM
BY 200 SCORE
enough of the young commercial
MOST ACTIVE MAKE BEST GRADE

teacher's paper while he Is out takln
In this dance and passed the point
where the editor switched the red
light. So. will say, so long for a
time and maybe I can get to you,
of the four year-classes, the seneven if from a distance.
The
Eastern
Men's
Glee
Club
is
iors made the highest average grades
rector of Research. The survey was with the juniors next and that the to sing in chapel Wednesday, November 18 at 9:30 a. m.
The Eastern Maroons were losers made to show the relationship be- freshmen made the lowest average
Coach "AT Portwoods grid-team
The club is expected to be larger
tween scholarship and participation grades.
16-0
In
their
second
game
of
the
showed what it was made of last season when the Ohio Northern in the extra-curricular activities.
From another viewpoint, It was than it was last year. Twelve old
Saturday afternoon on Easterns University defeated them at the The study was confined to the found that freshmen who parti- members are back from last year,
about twenty-one new men
students at Eastern during the cipated in student activities out- and
side of classwork and belonged to have been taken into the club on
school
year
of
1930-31
and
demonday,
October
10.
probation; The old members are;
lings by a score of 20-0 bWore a
Ohio Northern received her first strated in its final analysis that one or more of the student organ- First tenors: Thompson Bennett,
group of 500 spectators, mostly
izations
made
higher
grades
than
there
Is
a
slight
trend
for
the
stuclassmates, properly placed under score as a result Indirectly of one dents who participate In activities did the freshmen who gave their Robert Turpln, and Joe Blunchi,
the watchful eyes of upper-classmen of those bad lateral passes. After on the campus to make higher time to their studies exclusively. having sung In several New York
The Little Maroons had the game an exchange of punts following the grades in classwork than for stu- The same was true for the seniors nis, J. Harold Hieronymus, ana
kick-off it was Eastern's ball on her
Taylor White. Baritones: Foyster
well in hand from the very begin- own
36-yard line. Canfleld hit the dents who do. not mix properly and sophomore* but was not true Hayes and Waller B. Thacker.
ning, and the Louisville boys made line for
Bring Them Today
for the members of the Junior class.
with
their
fellows.
two
yards
and
on
the
next
Bases: Jack Bayer, Bruce Chamlittle progress until the fourth perOne
of
the
most
striking
phases
a lateral was tossed over Fee- During the first semester of the
iod when two completed aerial play
Get Them Tomorrow
of the report was the fact that for pion, Harold Prim, and William
heaves brought them a forty yard back's head and when he recovered past year, Dr. Jones reported, 40 each school term studied the mem- Ramsey. The new men who were
It
and
was
downed
It
was
on
Eastper
cent
of,
the
entire
student
body
voted Into the club on probation at
Jam to mart their largest advance
five-yard line. It was the belonged to one or more of the bers of the freshman basketball and the business meeting of October 4
gainst Eastern during the entire ern's
football
squads
made
the,
lowest
third down and about 40 yards to departmental and professional orgrades of any group in the en- are: Jack Allen, T. C. McDaniel,
ganizations on the campus. Studied est
c
^The' first quarter started with the go.
tire
Institution and there were four C. L. Hough, Bowles McMilllam,
Uttle Maroons kicking to Louisville. Canficld punted out of bounds on from another basis. Dr. Jones found or five organizations which ranked Earl Rupard, V. C. Wilson, George
Alter making two attempts through Eastern's 36-yard line. Archibald that during the same school period below the average of the whole Mlllier, Eugene Johnstone, George
Ed Powell, Don R. Reynolds, Thos.
tne line. Gradmon punted the ball visiting fullback, made 32 yards to of the students who made a "B" student body.
out on the forty-five yard One. Eastern four-yard line. Here the average or better, 56.1 per cent, During the first semester of last Bonney, Odell Campbell, A. L. HolThe Uttle Maroons made one first Polar Bears required five drives be- participated in extra-curricular ac- year the organizations and clubs brook, Hugh C. McCllntock, Delr
down, and after being penalised fore Allen, quarterback, finally tivities.
making the best grades were in the bert Merenbloom, Dorsey Reynolds,
Ln yards, kicked the ball back plunged thru for the score. Archi- According to the author of the order of the highest, the staff of Frank Ueitchi, J. A. Hamblin, Don
into their opponents territory It bald kicked for the extra point, report, these figures practically the Eastern Progress, publication; Posten, Kelse Rlsner, and Dallous
again became necessary lor the vis- making the score 7 to 0 in favor of proved one or the other of two the Canterbury Club for English Reed. The final vote on the prothings: Either the best scholars majors;' Alpha Zeta Kappa; the bated members has been set for Octon to punt, and Gradmon. toe the Ohioans.
On the following kick-off Vest re- are the ones who go out for student staff of the Milestone; and the tober 26.
delivered the ball to thS Little MaNew Low Prices
Mr. Van Peursem says that the
roon's twenty yard stripe.
From ceived the ball and was downed on activities or the activities them- students on the social committee.
this marker, Portwoods boys started the 26-yard line. Canfleld got over selves help made the scholar.
For the second semester the new men have the voice and perdown the field for their first score. nine yards and again a lateral was The figures In the report told clubs making the highest grades sonality to retain if not surpass the
Two punts were made and recov- called, which resulted in a loss ol exactly the same story for the sec- were the Canterbury Club, the staff high standard which was set by the
ered after fumbles by Louisville s three yards, then a fumble lost two ond semester last year and for each of the Milestone, Sigma Lambda, club last year.
The club is exceedingly fortunate
safety man, for a sixty yard gain. more yards, forcing the Maroons to other school period studied as did the staff of the Eastern Progress,
in having W. E. "Buddy" Becht for
Robinson passed to Cox from the kick. Porosky returned the kick to those given above for the first and Alpha Zeta Kappa.
Louisville eighteen yard line to Eastern's 46-yard line, but Eastern's semester.
A complete report of this study an honorary member this year, as
score the first touchdown. Robin- ends failed entirely in their tackling.
Freshmen Grades Lowest
will be published In an early Issue he is much experienced in singing.
TUESDAY, OCT. 27
Honorary Second tenors; Joe Denson failed to make the extra point The rest of the first half was mo- One of the interesting side-lights of the Eastern Progress.
productlons.
mentarily threats by the Ohio
good from a dropkick formation.
O
Throughout the second period the eleven to reach the marker for the
PROWLER BACK
Little Maroons succeeded in keeping second time, but all of these were
the ball in Louisville territory. The checked by the Maroons.
(Continued from Page 1)
'."
visitors made several futUe atThe second half was started by
break up the huddle. Funny how
tempts at kicking the ball onto the a kick-off by Porosky which went
a feller wasn't allowed to keep his
other end of the field, young, for over the goal line and the Maroons
mind on his "education." But,
Eastern, broke through the line too It on their 20-yard line. Hord
have noticed that teachers and the
twice in succession, and blocked passed to Campbell for 15 yards Sue Bennett Trounced 31 to 0 Harold Hieronymus Chosen like are Just like that. I have had
punts of Gradmon's, who on his and a first down on the 35-yard
the hardest time rite here of most
in Initial Football
President of Men's
third attempt kicked the ball out line. Hord punted to Porosky on
any place. Go to class, slip down
Encounter
Singing
Group
of bound on his own thirty yard bis own 40-yard line and the ends
on about the third section of my with Lew Ayres and the Four
line. Robinson then hurled a pass again falling to tackle, he brought
spine and proceed to be comfortable Horsemen team of Notre Dame.
at Brock, who apparently grabbed the ball to Eastern's 45-yard line. CANFIELD FIRST OVER TO GIVE DANCAE SOON for an hour and doncha know, the
it from mid-air without expecting The Bears punted to Feeback.
teacher would have the nerve to pop $25.00 IN GOLD GIVEN
It, and sprinted twenty-five yards who ran the ball back to his own
AWAY FREE
some uncomfortable question rite at
Eastern
played
their
first
game
J.
Harold
Hieronymus,
of
Richfor the second score of the game for 27-yard line, where he fumbled and ol the season Saturday, October 3, mond, was elected president of the me. They have that habit. Just
to one holding lucky ticket.
the Little Maroons. Robinson then Porosky recovered. The first down defeating Sue Bennett College with men's glee club of the Eastern Ken- wouldn't let a feller get his rest at
place kicked the extra point to was on the 15-yard line. Porosky
tucky State Teachers College at a
score of 31 to 0.
make the score 13-0 at the end of made eight ^ards and Allen made a Scoring
in the first quarter after
first down on Eastern's four-yard an exchange of punts, the Maroons recent meeting of the organization.
the half.
Eastern gained one first down in line. Archibald went over for the could not make a sustained drive William Ramsey, of Danville, was
chosen vice-president; Walter B.
the third period by a fit teen yard touchdown and Porosky kicked the again
until the last few minutes of Thacker, of Lawrenceburg, secrepenalty on Louisville for tackling goal, making the score Ohio North- the third
period and as the fourth tary and. treasurer; Taylor White,
the kicker after the ball had lett ern 16, Eastern 0.
quarter opened they pushed over of Richmond, librarian; and Joe
his boot. Two firsts succeeded
Eastern had great determination their second touchdown.
Dennis, of Mlllersburg, program
those by passes between Robinson to reach the goal from this point
Captain Canfleld got the honor oi committee.
r •
and Tarter. Dykes took a third on. but was unsuccessful. They
pass for the third Maroon touch- fought harder in the last few min- scoring the first touchdown of the The men's glee club at Eastern
down, and Robinson completed ano- utes of the game than they did at season. Sue Bennett kicked off to has its membership limited to 83
first and although not scoring Eastern to start the game and after and has been operating on this
ther point on the place kick. .
In the final period, the Maroons themselves they kept the Polar a 15-yard penalty had been Inflicted basis very successfully for the past
on the Maroons, Canfleld punted to three years. It is fundamentally a
reported to deienam pie*. Louw- Bears from further doing so.
Captain Kenneth Canfleld. East- Sue Bennett's 35-yard line. Sue student organization and is directed
vllle mad* three I tret caieroe, and at
em's fullback, late In the game suf- Bennett failed to gain and punted and coached by Prof James Van
one time cnamlel—1 a .
twenty-fire yard ■asm. he* they fered a recurrence of his old knee to Feeback. who was downed off his Puersem. head of the music depart25-yard line.
ment at Eastern.
trouble.
Okie North. (16) Pos. Eastern (U), Two plays netted five yards when The first public program lo be
Elder
LE
Doweli Feeback passed to Doweli for first rendered this school, year by the
Roberts
LT
Ellison down on Sue Bennett's 43-yard line. glee club will be In the ic.-rn of a
Luke
LO
Carrithers Canfleld then went thru the line for chapel program to be given here
than .
Louisville piajri betus* UM Cardi- Cormnesser
C
Rupard 25 yards and first down on the visi- November 18 in the Hiram Brock
nals own UM ef BBtlBMaeg*. tar- Peterson
RO
Eastln tors' eight-yard line. Four stabs at auditorium.
ter and Yomej played food deien- Mllbum
RT
Melton the line made It first down on the Being an organization of promistve game* for toe Maroon year- 8hadrock
RE
Todd visitors' eight-yard line, where Can- nent student leaders on il.e campus,
lings, while Baxter, former Madison Allen
QB
Moberly field bucked it over for the score. the glee >dun has activities other
High star, shlned for the visitors. Porosky
LH
Feeback At the close of the third quarter than that >i singing and U acting
Tne line-up and scoring Is as Dlmond
RH
— Vest Feeback reeled off a 30-yard run as host to a dance which will be
FB
Canfleld and on the first play of the fourth given Saturday night in the gymfollows:
_ _ Archibald
quarter made a 25-yard trip to Sue nasium room of the new Weaver
Eastern (SO)
LomlsvUle (•)
:—o
Bennett's 15-yard line. On the next health building on the campus.
Dykes
— UKMuhall
play a lateral pass with the Flash
Brown .--.•..---■ivr.- „.,..-... Wnger
toting the ■ pigskin was good for a
Thorpe
UQ
Btieger
touchdown.
Young
- O.
Wilder
The next score cme within a few
Corum
R.G
Sosin
minutes with Feeback leading to the
Tlerney
B.T
McDowell
Brock
~ BE.
Parrish Eastern Freshmen and George- 11-yard line. Four tries made it
Cox
IfcH
Baxter town Freshmen piayed their open- first down on the one-yard line and
Sloan
- ItH
Memory ing game Thursday, October 8, with Feeback went around end for the Waller Thacker to be New
score.
Robinson
QS
Hunter a scoreless conclusion.
President, Succeeding
Tartar
— KB
Gradman Due to previous showers the field The next touchdown was the reThomson Bennett
Substitutes: Eastern—Evans, Hill. was not suitable for a high scoring sult of an Intercepted pass which
Robblns, Hall. Hosklns. Ranklns, game and except for occasional Vest took on Sue Bennett's 45-yard
Ellis. Johnson. Louisville—Taylor. di-ivi'.; by both team, the contest de- line and ran to the 30-yard line. Officers for the coming year in
Stroll, Cornhauser, Paughen, Mer- veloped Into a punting duel with Feeback made a 15-yard trip on a the Little Theatre Club, student
Marshall Robinson of Eastern and lateral pass and Canfleld took it dramatic organisation at Eastern
shon. Sheffield.
Scoring: Touchdowns—Cox. Brock, Ftsk of Georgetown getting equal over In two tries. Burnette went Kentucky State Teachers College,
over for the next score.
and Dykes. Points after touchdown rank In this department.
will be Installed at the next meetD. Cunningham, quarterback, and ing of the organisation Tuesday
During the second quarter the
Robinson 2.
Officials:
Referee — Mohney visiting team threatened Eastern'* Moon Mulllns, halfback, were the night, October 20. It was announced
(Kentucky).
Umpire — Hembry goal line, this being the only seri- stars for the visitors, while Canfleld today by Thomson Bennett, Rich(Eastern). Head Linesman—Stev- ous threat of the whole game. The and Feeback played offensive ball mond, retiring president.
Tiger Cubs got Into Eastern's terri- for Eastern.
ens (Richmond).
The new officers are Waller
tory on a nice runback of a punt Eastern (30) Pos. Sae Bennett (0 Thacker,
Lawrenceburg, president,
LB... J. Galloway and the following
The Eastern varsity eleven trav- to Eastern's 40-yard line. Two suc- Doweli
officers who are
Adams
LE
Howard
cessive
first
downs
with
Flsk
and
eled to Springfield, Ohio, Saturday,
residents of Richmond: Harvey
Carrithers
LT.
8.
T.
Galoway
Day
alternating
in
toting
the
leather
where they met a defeat at the
Blanton, vice-president; Miss Delc
Jones lah Marie Coatee, secretary; Mist
hands of the well known Wltten- placed the ball on the nine-yard line DeWltt
Melton
RO
Galnes Louise Rutledge, treasurer; Harold
burg. delegation In a losely contes- with goal to go.
RO
Weaver Hieronymous, business manager,
ted game which ended with a final Five times the Little Maroons Ellison
.'..RT
Rader and Z. T. Rice, stage manager. Irstopped the charge of the Tiger Todd
score of 09-0 for Wlttenburg.
...LB
Herndon Tin Eastln, of Jellico. Term., was
Cubs. But the gain by the Cubs Feeback
o
Parsons
..RH
Mulllns elected sergeant-at-arms and Henry
was negligible.
Twas In a restaurant they met,
Eastern (0)
Pos. Georgetown (0 Jackson
QH
David Lutes, of Berea, will serve as elecYoung Romeo and Juliet:
FB.. Cunningham trician.
LE
8tark Canfleld
But when they left they left a Dykes
Brown
LT
Alsop Officials: Hlckey. referee; Van There are approximately 25 active
debt
Exquisite, sheer chiffon full
Thorpe
LO
Schramme Winkle, umpire; Stevens, head lines- members of the Little Theatre club
For Rom-e-od what Jul-i-et.
fashioned
stockings. Silk from
man.
Young
C
Hawkins
at present and they have formulatCorum
RO
Richmond
O
top to toe with dainty picot
ed plans for giving several good
Ellis
RT
Wlnstead
plays this year. The dtlscns of
edge. French heels. Cradle soles. Every
Hill
RE.. Stepheiison.
Richmond win remember from forSmoketone
wanted style feature.
Tartar
LH
Flsk Seniors: Hershel McKinley, Pres- mer occasions that there is considHo'klns
RH
Cummins ident; William Ramsey, Vice-presi- erable dramatic talent and ability
Tropique
Made of selected quality dull twist
126 North Second Street
Robblns
QB
Day
possessed by the members of the
Tahita
Miss Cecil Boyers, Secretary; club
and win probably look forward
Robinson
FB
Collls dent;
PHONE 794.
silk that gives extra clearness end strength.
William
Cheek.
Treasurer.
Negrita
1
O
to
viewing
their
plays
this
year
as
Juniors: Josh Cosby, PresidentTrue economy combined w'th expensive
Paseo
Miss Pearl Buchanan is the
Annie Laurie Fonythe. Vice-presi- before.
club's faculty advisor and the coach
appearance.
Off Black
dent; Betty Stewart, Secretary; of the plays.
The Home Economics club enter- Ben Hord, Treasurer.
tained with a dinner for its mem- Sophomores: Talmadge DeWltt, Members of the club have albers, Thursday evening at 5:30. President: J. D. Turley, Vice-Presi- ready made plans for opening the
year on the Eastern camThis dinner party served as a means dent; Mary Elaton, Secretary; dramatic
pus with a one-act play to be given
of getting the old and new mem- George Carrell. Treasurer.
Talmadge DeWltt, as a chapel program at an early
bers together. Several new mem- Freshmen:
Acting-President; George Miller, Jr. date.
bers were added to the club.
Try-outs for new membership in
The club has two meetings a Temporary Secretary.
JL GOOD PLACE TO EAT
the Uttle Theatre club win be held
O
month, one business or •educational
Tuesday night, November 10, at a
8he doesn't paint, she doesnt private showing and the best oneand the other a social meeting.'
FOR THE EASTERN
rouge.
A short time ago the girls enjoyed
act plays as picked by the meman outing, preparing their supper at She doesnt smoke, she doesnt ben of the crab at large will be pre■ STUDENTS.
WE WIIX NOT Bt UNDERSOLD
m camp fire.
boon
sented shortly afterward m a ses^
Miss Betty Stewart of Richmond She doesnt kiss, she doesnt pet, sion which will be open to the pubShe's fifty-eight and tingle yet. no.
is president of the club

Little Maroons Trounce Uni- Ohio Northern University
Defeats Maroons 16 to 0
versity of Louisville YearEastern students recently listened,
in Game Here
lings on Eastern Field
during the chapel exercises, to a report of a study which* has recently
SUPERIORITY IS §HOWN CANFIELD IS INJURED been made In the office of the Di-

Dozen Old Members Are Back
and 21 New Singers
gleaned from the study was brought
Taken in
out when Dr. Jones showed that

Kodak

Finishing,

Uhe

McGau&hey
Studio

MADISON
THEATRE

EASTERN WINS NEW OFFICERS
FIRST GAME OF GLEE CLUB

Students at Eastern—

When Down in Town for Lunch
VISIT

■

Ideal Restaurant

The Best Pies and Sandwiches in
town next to your home.

Maroon Freshmen,
Georgetown Tie

-.

if*.

DANCING
LESSONS

OFFICERS OF
THEATRE CLUB

ENCHANTINGLY SHEER HOSE
---BUT TRULY ECONOMICAL

Class Officers

Home Ec News

THE MADISON
QUICK LUNCH
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